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There are 8 (eight) questions. Answer any 6 (six) questions. All questions carry equal marks. Marks
in the margin indicate full marks. Programmable calculators are not allowed. Do not \\-rite on this

question paper. All symbols bear their usual meanings. Make reasonable approximation(s) for missing
information

1. a) How can we distinguish narrowband and wideband FM in terms of their modulation index

values? Write the bandwidth expression from Carson’s rule considering both sinusoidal
modulation and non-sinusoidal modulation. Why is pre-emphasis necessary? What are the
equivalent filter types for both pre-emphasis and de-emphasis networks?

10

b) For the FM signal, sd) = A, cos[2nf,c +Fsin(2n/mt)]; derive the equation of
narrowband FM.

7

8c) Consider an FM signal obtained from a modulating signal Requency of 2 kHz and
maximum amplitude of 5 V. Find the bandwidth using Carson's rule and considering the
significant sideband frequencies. Also comment on the accuracy of different methods in
determining the bandwidth. [Hints: datasheet attached with the question can be used]

2. a) Derive the expression for sideband power and total power for amplitude modulation and
from them, find the expression for modulation efficiency. Show that a major portion of the
power is utilized for transmitting the carrier in amplitude modulation.

9

b) An audio frequency signal 10 sin(103nt) is used to amplitude modulate a carrier
of 50 sin(2n105t) . Calculate
i) Modulation index, ii) Sideband frequencies, iii) Sideband amplitudes, iv) Bandwidth
required. v)Total power delivered to the load of 500 Q and vi) Modulation efficiency

11

C) For an analog sinusoidal signal show its PAM and PWM version. What is clipped PPM? 5

10
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3. a) Tllrough a time-nequency resource grid in LTE based OFDMA; explain radio frame9
subframe. sub-carrier spacing, resource block and slot

b) Compare normal and extended cyclic prefix for OFDMA in LTE. Name the cellular

technologies for various generations of 3GPP and 3GPP2 starting from 2.75G.

c) Name a cellular technology deployed with TDD version only. Mention 3GPP cellular
technologies along \\-ith their generations using TDMA/FDMA as multiplexing techniques.

7

7

6

4. a) Sho\\- a representation of 16-QAM using 2 amplitude, 8 phase level and 3 amplitude9 12
phase level.

b) Show the ASK, PSK, FSK representation for the binary NRZ code 101001.



C) If 3.4 KHz is the modulating signal bandwidth. and out the after_modulation bdndwidth

reqHn,en}ents for DSB9 SSB) QAM and VSB scheme? Mention the filter types used in VSB
:odulation and demodulaion process. Define the in_phase and quadra'tire cham:1: n

6+3 +3

5. a)
De.sign a DSB-.Sq modulator for generating a modulated signal km(t)cosa,t ; where md) is
a signal band-limiteg to B. Hz arId the carrier generator generates cosba)ct. Explain how~;oi
can generate the desired signal including filter l-ype: signal spectra ben.)re and'after nlterin;
AJsO Hnd whether this schemE YiII work if the carrier generator produced COS20ct in pla i
of COSJO,t and measure the minimum usable value of O,. ' - r

15

b)
Explain [naximum radian frequencY deviation of the angle modulated signal. How can we

express the angle modulated signals incorporating their ;espe,,..tive deviafion constant:$
10

12
6. a)

Derlve RaYleigh-Jeans approximation from Planck’s Blackbody radiation law. From this
fin.d a measure of the power delivered to the load resistor in bandwidth B at an equivalent
noise temperature T. '

b)
a :: : : t ::: s t: F 1:# :JC ][)SP : ][I[ T::[1?a i rr== P ::: d :nni= =: d = 1IT : : :ne that ? Mention the
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7. a)
b Id::Td { : : : : :=T: lo=f:1 : :L]t:el : Tr:= : ?i pdl::F: i LV1:Itt I: :a t hb: FdR: fIX ITIF i nhS ? hal WiN

b)
Show how You can get 4Z>m(t) cos a, t after bandpass filtering z(t) from the fo11owhg
non-linear modulator circuit. Why is it called a single balanced n;odLiator? -- -- '-- ’ ’ -’-;

't: (1 ) = at1 (D + b=,: (a

a IItt)
Nanlin

;(r) = F, (r) - y.(r)

Nonlinearx;iT 7;Tq
md) r, k) = al (r) + bI,2 (r )

8. a)
A certaln AM transmitter radiates 10 kW with the carrier un-modulated? and 1 1.8 kW when
the carTier is sinusoidalIY modulated. Calculate the modulation index. IfanotheZ sine wave.
corresponding to 30% modulation, is transmitted simultaneousjy! detennini-th;-}ail;tJI
power

7

b)
Te OUtPut current of 600/, modulated AM generator iS 1.5 A. To what value wi11 this eun.ent

;IIe : : : eO Be?n \T][=: i\sv :T:o: : I :I : d pII ::: :an;J I I = = n = : :: : IF i : :v = :; i =h=:T=:uJ Ft i : :
sidebands are now suppressed?

12

C)

+ncatTjer \\ave of frequer:cy 91 MHz iS frequency modulated by a sine wave of amplitude
IO. volts and hequencY 15 kHz. The frequenc} sensitivity of the modulator is 3 kHz / v.

!' Determine the approximate bandwidth of FM wave using Carson’s rule
11- Repeat part (ii. assuming that the amplitude of the modulating wave is doubled.

and frequency is halved. o –- - '- --“---''
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Datasheet for Question 1(c):

Number of Significant Side Frequencies
of a Wideband FM Signal for Varying Modulation Index

Modulation Tallex
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